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Abstract. Augmented reality (AR) requires superimposing digital artifacts on real world scenes. Unfortunately, sensors used to render digital
artifacts are subject to noise and imprecision, making the registration
difficult in practice. Using a modified version of the Android operating
system, we experimentally examined the impact of orientation sensor
noise on player experience in three commercial AR aiming games employing different mechanics and input techniques.
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Introduction

Game developers have always been early adopters of new technology, pushing
the limits of what was technically feasible to craft new experiences for their
audiences. With the mobile revolution, electronic play has moved away from
the computer console or couch to permeate aspects of everyday life. However,
the display area and processing power of handheld devices are limited, meaning
players cannot inhabit virtual worlds that are as deep or richly textured as their
desktop counterparts. A plausible workaround is to employ the real world as a
game board, viewing the world through a smartphone camera, and rendering
digital artifacts upon it. We call such games augmented reality (AR) games.
Augmented reality offloads much of the rendering load to the real world. Play
environments not longer have to be drawn, they are viewed directly through a
digital camera. While the rendering load is much lower, digital artifacts must
be correctly placed within the scene, and viewed from the appropriate angle. To
accomplish this, sensors initially developed to approximate a phone’s position on
Earth for navigation and determine phone orientation for screen rotation must
now approximate the precision of a virtual camera in a video game. However,
unlike the virtual camera used to render scenes in digital worlds, physical sensors
are subject to noise, drift and error. In particular, determining the pose of the
camera in space so that digital artifacts can be rendered from the appropriate
angle, and aiming tasks within the game can be appropriately resolved, is of
particular import. In this paper we present an experimental study of the impact
of sensor noise on three different aiming games, and show that both noise and
input type have an impact on the subjective play experience of participants.
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Related Work

Location based games employ both orientation for aiming, and fixed real world
coordinates. ARQuake [14] is a location-based AR shooting game. The digital artifact rendering occurs based on fiducial vision-based tracking. AR Battle
commander [8] is a real-time strategy (RTS) AR game played in an outdoor
environment. PasswARG [3] is a geo-tagged treasure hunt game where players
find clues provided by the 3D characters located on POIs (Points of Interest) to
find the password to unlock next level. Aiming AR games which soley employ
accelerometers or gyroscopes are a significant game research area. Butterfly Effect [6] is an AR game dependent on orientation precision where player wears
an HMD and wields a stick rendered as a tornado to collect virtual butterflies.
Augmented Galaga [7] is an AR version of the famous arcade game Galaga.
ARVe - Augmented Reality applied to Vegetal field [11] is a game for cognitive
disable children. LittleProjectedPlanet [4] is an AR prototype of the famous PS3
game ‘LittleBigPlanet’. Mind Wrap, Impera Visco, and Penalty kick are games
implemented to demonstrate the user interfaces for handheld AR games [12].
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Methodology and Experimental Setup

Many current commercially available MW smartphone games employ aiming
with a handset as their primary mechanic. We chose three different games, each
employing free aiming - aiming without the aid of visual marker tracking - to
ensure that the comparisons reflected differences in aiming modality and not
sensing technique. All three games require that players orient the phone to find
targets, they differ in how players interact with those targets. All three of these
games would be classified as casual arcade games, as they are meant to be played
opportunistically and for short durations.
– Chase Wisply [1] is a ghost hunting game using a targeting crosshair.
– Skeeter Beater [9] makes players kill mosquitoes by tapping on the mosquito.
– Droid Shooting [5] requires players shoot robots with a trigger button.
There are several different methods for accessing phone orientation within the
Android SDK. These games each use a different software interface. Zero mean
Gaussian noise was inserted in a scaled manner in each of these interfaces. Droid
Shooting uses accelerometer, Skeeter Beater uses the abstract Orientation sensor
which fuses accelerometer, gyroscope and compass readings, and Chase Whisply
uses the abstract Rotation Vector, derived from the abstract Orientation sensor.
Zero Mean Gaussian Noise (ZMGN) is a textbook noise model for physical
sensors. As multiple small disturbances at various levels of the physical sensor
and data acquisition are applied, Gaussian distributions tend to emerge. As the
noise is zero mean, it can be added directly to the sensor signal without impacting
the average performance. Sensor data error was injected at the operating system
level as described below for each of the respective sensors. Through pilot testing

we configured the standard deviation of sensor error to be at most 2.8% of the
span of the input signal.
We used the Android Galaxy Nexus with AOSP 4.1 in all experiments. We
recruited 24 participants (13 male, 9 female; aged from 20-35 years) After each
experimental condition, participants completed the PANAS (Positive and Negative Affect Schedule) [2] survey, which measures positive and negative affect, and
the IMI (Intrinsic Motivation Inventory) [13] survey, which measures perceived
interest, competence, effort and tension.
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Results

Both PANAS and IMI results were analyzed using a multivariate ANOVA. There
was a significant difference among the games for players’ positive in-game experience (p = 0.033, F = 4.001) and with noise level (p = 0.001, F = 9.637).
While examining players’ negative play experience, both game and noise level
effects showed significant difference in variance (game: p < 0.001, F = 11.645;
noise: p < 0.001, F = 11.242).
Interest and enjoyment of different gameplay was significant between games
(p = 0.025, F = 4.381), and more so with noise (p < 0.001, F = 12.407).
Competence displayed the highest significant difference among all effects (e.g.
game, noise level, game-noise level) (game: p < 0.001, F = 11.075; noise: p <
0.001, F = 33.591, game-noise: p < 0.001, F = 9.415). Effort only differed by
game (p = 0.044, F = 3.611). Players’ tension had significant differences with
noise level effect (p = 0.001,F = 17.149), but not with game.

(a) Int. Enj.

(b) Competence

(c) Effort

(d) Tension/Pressure

Fig. 1: IMI Responses from Chase Whisply
Although there was no significant difference between Low and Medium level
in SK, competence showed significant difference in rest of the levels (p < 0.001
for relevant pairs). According to the pairwise comparison between subjects, other
than Medium and High level of play, the tension/pressure variation was significant (p = 0.006). Subjective effort increased with each noise level (p < 0.006 for
relevant pairs). As a result, there was a significant fall of interest and enjoyment
of the gameplay with increased noise(p < 0.016 for relevant pairs) [Figure 2].
For the game Skeeter Beater, almost all the parameters of IMI and PANAS
showed significant interaction. In pairwise comparison of between parameters
measured by PANAS and IMI, all of them showed significant difference, except

for the difference between Medium and High noise. Noise impact appeared to saturate after a moderate amount of added noise. Although there was no significant
difference between Low level and Medium level plays in SK, competence showed
significant difference in rest of the levels (p < 0.001 for relevant pairs). According to the pairwise comparison between subjects, other than Medium and High
level of play, the tension/pressure variation was significant (p = 0.006). Subjective effort increased with each noise level (p < 0.006 for relevant pairs). As
a result, there was a significant fall of interest and enjoyment of the gameplay
with increased noise(p < 0.016 for relevant pairs). Figure 2 provides a box plots
of players’ experience with SK.
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Fig. 2: IMI Responses from Skeeter Beater
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Fig. 3: IMI Responses from Droid Shooting
For the game Chase Whisply, the most significant difference among the different noise levels was observed in competence (pairwise always p < 0.04). Tension and pressure also increased pairwise with noise for No, Low and Medium
(p < 0.013). For PANAS, only negative feelings were more pronounced with
higher noise (p < 0.0106).
The least variance was observed in the game Droid Shooting. A noticeable
variance was observed in competence (p < 0.0144) that went slightly lower with
the increment of noise. Overall, a higher tension (p = 0.0191, χ2 = 9.93) was
observed during DR gameplay with increasing noise [Figure 1].
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Discussion and Future Work

Our primary findings indicate that noise can have a significant impact in MW
AR aiming games, that this impact generally increases with increasing noise,
and that the magnitude of this impact depends on the type of aiming mechanic

(a) Chase Whisply

(b) Droid Shooting

(c) Skeeter Beater

Fig. 4: PANAS Results of all three games
and game mechanics. We suspect a combination of the more difficult aiming
technique, which required aiming the phone like a camera while simultaneously
tapping the screen, and the negative scoring mechanic caused greater levels of
frustration and decreasing competence.
Players suffered more significant decreases in affect and competence in SK
than in the other two games. We suspect a combination of the more difficult
aiming technique, which required aiming the phone like a camera while simultaneously tapping the screen, and the negative scoring mechanic caused greater
levels of frustration and decreasing competence. Because both DR and SK featured moving targets, but DR experienced a much smaller impact with respect
to noise, we do not feel that moving targets in these cases were a dominant cause.
The uniformly decreasing competence observed in our experiments is particularly troubling for game designers, as it was noted in [10] that feelings of
competency are one of the primary motivators for playing games. The sensitivity observed is particularly important because aiming is fundamental to almost
all AR interactions.
While this work has made important contributions to the literature, there
are several shortcomings that could be addressed in future work. First, we only
focused on aiming games and magic window AR. Second, the games considered,
while commercial, were limited in mechanic complexity, narrative scope and
artistic design. Finally, while our sample size was large enough given to determine
the primary effects, it was skewed towards the university community.
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Conclusion

In this paper we have presented an experimental comparison between the impact of orientation sensor noise on commercial AR games on player experience.
We have noted significant impacts of noise in all games tested, but more importantly differential sensitivity to noise.Game developers should consider the
interaction mode carefully when designing new interactive experiences to either
avoid or masks the noise sensitivity observed, employ more sophisticated filtering
techniques and integrate the potential for noise into the overall game design.
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